AEL Floating Cover Systems

✓ Eliminates unwanted odours.
✓ Collects gas for future use.
✓ Reduces the risk of people and animals falling into the pond.
✓ Eliminates oxygen from anaerobic ponds.

Can be fitted over any operating pond or lagoon.

Creates no disruption to plant operations.

Large areas for cover fabrication are not required.

Dewatering of the pond or lagoon is not required.

Aspect Environmental Lining Ltd supply and install floating covers throughout New Zealand into various industries and applications.

AEL floating covers are custom designed and fitted into individual projects, AEL covers can be installed whilst the plant is in full operation.

Numerous options for dewatering, gas draw off, inspection hatches and relief ports are available.
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AEL Floating Cover being installed over a Wastewater Pond

AEL Cover being installed over working Process Lagoon.